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Since many events are still outstanding o"V last issue, published December 9, we present 

this updating of happenings since thorn: 
THE LOUNGE ISSUE; Although the College Union Board succeeded in turning the decoration of the 

Angela Davis Lounge into a college-wide political issue, it was not successful in accomplishing its 
main objective—the permanent closing of the. lounge, for the purpose of displacing those students 
on the campus who the CUB considers "different." Tie College Union Board's position was amply evi
dent from the kinds of statements mad in public and private, and the built-in oias of a referendum 
it attempted to hold. 

The phrase "attempted to hold" is most accurate, for, although the CUB'o campaign against "des
truction"' was high-pitched, it drew out little more than 10$ of the college population. Questions 
that asked whether the student was satisfied with the conditions of the lounge since September nat
urally reflected what the CUB read into them, but one SCRAP member sugg3st|*i that "obviously those 
who painted on the walls couldn't have been satisfied with the conditions, either, or they wouldn't 
have done it." (incidentally, members claimed that SCRAP boycotted the election because of its ab
surd character.) 

The issue grew, however, after the referendum; although the students /oted tulkeep the lounge 
open with a "coffee house," this turned out to be no more than a CUB ploy to keep the lounge locked 
until it could come up with "sufficient funds". With the co/er of these lams -excuses, then, the 
lounge has remained unchanged and locked, with the exception of some inept scaring of the drawings 
on the walls in an attempt to "clean" the walls. 

The college then set out to find a student to purge: as an exanqds to the rest of the college-
typical political show trial technique. Jerri Finch, a student who was in the lounge the day the 

.furniture was removed (without notice), was accused of damaging the walls. The trial, was typical; 
closed to the college community, the accuser (Hope Jackman) was on vacation, and instead of dis
cussing the incident, the prosecutors put Jerri's life-style on trial. She was hurriedly sentenced 
the next morning, her defense rejected. 

The college, however, demonstrated protective selectivity in who it put on trial. It showed a 
shocking protection of its own self when it rejected without comment a move made by four students 
for a hearing on Jackman, who they accused of writing on the walls next to Jerri. The group claims 
a dozen people who witnessed the event, but their spokesman commented that Trenton State college 
justice works only for the prosecution of students, not for their protection. 

THE DEATH THREAT; The January 7 issue of The; Signal printed a letter signed by a student, Paul 
Finocchio, who had been upset by movements of change or protest on campus. He applied colorful lan
guage to a group of people h feels characterized the North Lounge this semester, and threatened to 
kill some or any of those people "the next time you bastards and liberated bituftes cause some shit 
on this campus." 

Some students concerned about their welfare went to discuss the'issue yvcth ^efe' Paddaek, explain
ing that anyone who displays such violent behavior might in fact be the threat' he suggests he is. 
Paddaek dismissed the issue, explaining that "we will talk to him." H refused to accept the threat 
as serious, but admitted that if such a threat came from a person associated wTith SCRAP against the 
administration, he would have that person arrested. 

Lawyers were consulted, and they generally agreed that this did constitute a death threat, under 
New Jersey law (in titles 2A and f>7) a high misdemeanor, punishable; by up to 15 years imprisonment 
and $5000 fine. The interest of the students who went to se-. Paddaek, however, was net the prose
cution of Finocchio, since students should not be wasting their energies' fighting among themselves, 
but rather t o enlist the cooperation of the college for the continued protection of ail its stu
dents. By stating that the college would act against a student if he threatened the administration, 
and denied even the hint of psychological counseling, the administration has again demonstrated a 
selectivity in its idea of justices only certain people on the campus are worth being concerned 
about, the administration first, the faculty second, the students last, and students who challenge 
the college, not at all. 

In this issue.......... 

SCRAP; Two Criticism, by members... .Interview with GENYA RAVAN.h .. .Part 16 of the Repression serie; 
' / 

Coming soon........ 
A Letter from the Weather People on the CHANGING WEATHER 



W<M LU1L A IL: 
TOWARD NEW REPRESSION IN AMERICA 

Part 16: Self-Criticism at TSC, continued 

In our last column, the problem built into the idea of a Student 
confronting his educational system was pointed out: that, basically, 
a student spends so much time under' the influence of the educational 
system (which is an arm of society), that he responds naturally only 
to the needs of society which have been determined by the forces 
which insist on ignoring the basic real human needs of society. 

For example, it is difficult for a system built on racism to cor
rect its injustices because: it must recognise the error; it must 
move to legislate for its correction; it must move to enforce that 
legislation; and hardest, it must move the people. The latter prob
lem requires the same steps, but these are much more difficult: it 
must have the people recognize injustice in both specific incident 
and the larger scale; it must encourage the people to put aside false 
pride or invalid tradition to correct the injustices. 

The same series works on the scale of Trenton State. One talks 
of the "readiness" of a college to right its injustices, both human 
and educational, Trenton State is, in terms of its students, far 
from ready. If readiness implies simply the recognition of the prob
lems, it is even then not prepared. 

One might take the hysterical reaction to final exams, JPE, mid
terms, overdue papers, even homework, that characterize the TSC 
campus. Here we find an indication that most students are concen
trating their energies on worry, and not on change. There are some 
students who have been moved to work for change in their classes, and 
they have been successful. A number of professors have been per
suaded to let students grade themselves—not a satisfactory solution 
to the absurdity of grading, but a step. At leastrone other has 
abandoned final exams and midterms entirely, at the encouragement of 
only two students. Another case involved a student who refused to 
put up with unnecessary time-consuming bureaucracy in returning to 
school. A confrontation with the department chairman rectified the 
situation. Several years ago, due to an error of the college, a 
student was not readmitted; this was a common occurrence. This year, 
a confrontation with the college over an identical incident brought 
immediate readmission. 

But most students at TSC will not hear of this, because it is com
fortable to ignore the harrassments, and go home for the weekends, A 
sense of community so necessary to real education is missing. Stu
dents, duped into believing that they would be receiving the ultimate 
in education when they entered college, find the suggestion that they 
should confront their instructors when they are harrassed as absurd. 
They remain silent in class, uncomfortable when a professor does at
tempt to be free, and, strangely, most comfortable under structure 
and restriction. 

This is not an insurmountable problem., Only one question need be 
asked: am I here to be trained to do tricks like a dog, or am I 
here to be helped and guided to think like a human being? The Tren
ton Normal School has been producing dogs, albeit clumsy ones, for 
more than a hundred years. Students have been refusing to reject 
the professor who would rather condition than guide; the students ha-® 
been leading no more than a lazy dog's 'life. Why else whould a human 
being react to words like quiz...paper...grade...exam... fail... term 
paper...with apprehension and sometimes real fear, but to words like 
sex...ball...drink...chick...pledge.,.class cancelled...weekend.,, 
with elation and expectation? 

More on indentured servants next time. 
(c ontinu ed) 
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THE, YIPPIES STRIKE AGAIN. . . 

Washington, Jan. ll; (UPl) 
—"I'm asking, begging, even 
pleading, for an appointment 
to the U.S. Military Acad
emy, " said a student's letter 
to Sen. Robert W. Packwood 
(R-Ore.) . 

"I am aware of the many 
tests and interviews needed 
that I have missed, and the 
many others already appointed 
but, sir, in America if you 
want something bad enough and 
are willing to work, scratch 
and toil for it as I am, I 
hope there is a way." 

The young man's grades 
were not the best, but Pack-
wood was so impressed by the 
tone of the letter that he 
sent him a telegram saying he 
would be nominated for an ap
pointment to West Point. 

Back came the reply: "I 
decline the nomination. Thank 
you." 

PRACTICAL SEXISM, PART 1 

San Francisco, Sep. 18 
(AP)—>The city school dis
trict has adopted a deliber
ate policy of discrimination 
against girls. 

From now on, girls who 
want to attend Lowell High 
School, which caters to the 
district's top scholars, 
must have a 3.2^ grade point 
average. Boys must have 3.0 

Until this year, the 3.0 
average applied to both boys 
and girls. The change was 
adopted, said Ralph Kauer, 
assistant superintendent of 
the district, to keep girls 
from overrunning Lowell. The 
school was running out of 
locker space in the girls' 
gymnasium dressing room. 

What's your PQ? 

FREE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY SUPPLEMENi SCRAP PLAYERS IN LYSISTRATA 

The first supplemental listing 
of books, magazines, and pamphlets 
in the Free University Library has 
been issued today. The list adds 
36 new items; a copy of it and the 
original list issued last fall can 
be obtained this week in the HUB. 
Also, those with Free Library items 
they no longer need, please return. 

The SCRAP Chamber Players will 
be providing the music for the 
production of Lysistrata, to be 
neld February 18-20. The music 
was composed by SCRAP for the 
play. Everyone is urged to see 
this women's liberation-peace 
/ersion of Aristophanes play. 
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THE AMERIKANIZATION OF GOLDIE HEINOWITZ... 
(continued from page ) 

Gs I'm whatever you want me to be! 
D: Now there's two things that should never 

be discussed in public, homosexuality and men
strual cycles. 

Gs Ask me about my menstrual cycle. 
Ds How's your menstrual cycle? 
Gs Fine, I get it regularly once a month un

less I fool around and then I worry. 
Ds How do you relate to the group as the only 

woman? 
Gs I get along with guys ten times better— 

get along great. It's respect. I had an all-girl 
group once called Goldie and the Gingerbreads be
fore TWD. 

D: What about women's lib? 
Gs Guys aren't ready for liberation. Guys are 

basically very selfish. They want you to get it 
together for yourself and when you get it together 
they're pissed because you don't need 'em. The 
male generation is the lost generation. Get that 
down. 

Ds Do you think women in groups in particular 
are exploited as sexual objects? 

Gs Hmmm, I guess so. I hadn't really thought 
about it. 

Ds You know, like the way chicks go nuts over 
Jim Morrison's body, that's what I mean. 

Gs Yeah, I guess so. 
Ds What are your feelings about politics? 
Gs I hate politics. I'm so behind that I don't 

want to start. Politics is living with a cat and 
supporting him. Our lives are in their hands. 
That really frightens me. It's all a big game. 

D: Well, something has to be done. 
Gs The younger generation is really making 

things happen. They're doing good things. The 
one thing that 1 worry about is the many kids just 
sit around and get high on dope all the time. 
When you're high all the time you don't want to do 
anything. This makes the government very happy 
because you don't present a threat in that condit
ion. If they can overcome this they'll be all 
right „ 

Ds When will your new album be released? 
Gs The new album will be released in February 

or March. 
Ds What's your sign? 
G: Aries. 
D: Is it hard to get into the music industry? 
Gs Well, you have to be good. 
Ds Do you play any instruments? 
Gs I used to play sax bud after getting three 

of them ripped off, I thought, this is the sign. 
I'm just not meant to play sax. I switched to the 
harmonica then. 

Ds Did any of them get ripped off? 
Gs Yeah, loads of them. I was renting a real 

beauty and it was stolen from my motel room. I 
had to pay for it. 

Ds How'd you get started in rock? 
Gs I didn't really start as a singer. I was 

into modern improvisational dancing originally. 
I was at this party and there was a band playing. 
I was really loaded and my friends kept trying to 
persuade me to get up and sing with them so I fi
nally did. A week later they fired their lead 
singer and asked me to join them, so I did. This 
was in '62. We were together four months before 
we made a recording of "Somewhere" from West Side 

Story. It was No. 1 in Detroit. 
Ds Tint's fantastic. 
Gs Everyone thought I was black from the 

sound of my voice on that recording. It was 
really strange to hear my name over the radio 
as a guest who would be appearing at this record 
hop. I didn't even know I was supposed to be 
going. Everyone thought my name, Goldie Hein-
owitz, was a gag, and that I was really black. 
One young chick comes up to me and says, 
"You're Jewish, I'm Jewish too!", man, like we 
were the only two left after the war or some
thing. 

Ds Then you formed the all-gir'l group? 
Gs Yeah, Goldie and the Gingerbreads. 

Ginger was the drummer. 
Ds What kind of stuff did you do? 
Gs Nothing really original, a lot of rhythm 

and blues. 
Ds Mustang Sally-Midnight Hour stuff? 
G: Oh, Yeah, we did a lot of nice three 

part harmony. We had a lot of good voices. 
Now I'm in Ten Wheel Drive. After this I'd 
like to do a jazz thing. 

Ds Do you dig jazz? 
Gs Yeah, I really love it. One of the 

things that makes me really happy about rock is 
that jazz musicians are starting to get into it. 
It's very encouraging. 

Ds I really love Eye of the Needle, was 
it hard doing that counterpoint vocal thing? 

Gs Yeah, at first I had to count and really 
work at it but now it's easier. 

D: What's the song about? 
Gs It's a hard drug song, not grass or acid 

but hard drugs. 
Ds Let's hear it for the Mafia. 
Gs Speaking of the Mafia, have your read 

the book The Godfather? 
D; No, but I heard about it. 
Gs I may have a chance of being in the 

Godfather. I really want to do it. I'm going 
to Herbert Burgoff acting school. I love act
ing. I'd like to do some films, too, under
ground films. 

Ds I really love your version of Stay with 
Me. What do you think of Terry Reid's version? 

Gs It's much too fast, no feeling. Have 
you ever begged someone to stay with you? I 
mean, really begged? It's not something you do 
fast. Man, you're pretty low when you do that. 

Ds Yeah, 1 see what you mean. What did you 
think of the audience tonight? 

Gs This is the fifth time we've played here 
and each time they're more our audience. That's 
good, it keeps the tourists out. 

Ds How's your voice holding up under the 
strain? 

Gs Oh, it's pretty strained right now. 
Can't go on with three sets a night like this. 
No Pulse or Tightrope this next set. 

Ds Would the establishment mind if we 
stayed for the next set? 

Gs Nah. 
Ds Outasite, we'll se you later. 

Showtime, again. 
I thought they couldn't get better than 

that last set but they did. They threw in 
Morning Much Better, I Am a Want Ad, and Come 
Live With Me. They didn't do Tightrope, but 

(continued on page ^ ) 
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THE AMERIEANTZAT1.0N OF GOLDIS HEINOWITZ 
by Debbi Kotler 

Here we were, just walking down MacDougal St. in the Village, minding our own business, groov
ing out on all the pig cars (groovy) ...when what to my startled eyes should appear,„.not the rein
deer or the Commie slave driver in the red suit, but two friends from school. They told us Ten 
Wheel Drive was playing at the bitter end5 at this point I began jumping up and down and generally 
acting like an asshole. Proceed to Bleeker St...make radical turn to the left, do not make snotty 
remarks to the porksters (do not want to go directly or indirectly to jail). Yeah, team, we made 
it past insurmountable obstacles and got our tickets. 

The Bitter End is a nice cozy place inside so we sat down and tried to get comfortable. As hap
pens so often when I am sitting still for a moment, the wheels in my warped little brain started 
turning. Why not try to interview lead singer Genya Ravan for SCRAP Paper'?? Would you...why not? 

+ Tti would be nice to rap with her, so, what the fuck. We went into the back room where 
Genya assured us that everything would be cool. ~(3h°^timeC 

Robin Lane, a beautiful young folk singer was on first'.' 'She'was accompanied by another girl on 
the electric bass, which by the way complemented her singing and playing very nicely. Robin sang 
all her own material, which was quite good. A particularly moving piece was one written about 
Robin's baby Benjamin, who she had to give up because she couldn't give him all he needed. Robin 
does some exciting things with rhythmic change. Robin told me her claim to fame was plying on 
Neil Young's album with Crazy Horse. She is from LA...I hope to hear more from her. She's got 
some really fine material for an album so keep your eyes open for her. Predicition 1—Genya Ravan 
—Robin's song Mona Lisa will be a hit. Prediction II—G.R.—Look out for a group called Randall's 
Island. We shall see. 

"And now introducing Ten Wheel Drive featuring Genya Ravan..." 
Pounding drums and blaring brass. Genya mounts the stage as the group goes into How Long Before 

I'm Gone from their second album, Brief Replies. 1 always thought this song was good but after I 
saw them do it on stage I was far more impressed. The song starts out. heavy and drivings several 
rhythmic changes later it dips down to nothing and then finishes out with a recap of the beginning. 

Ten Wheel Drive (TWD from now on, ok?) is a very unusual group. Their sound is a tasteful fu
sion of jazz, rock and blues. Unlike many commercial horn groups such as Blood, Sweat and Tears 
and Chicago, TWD displavs a wide variety of material, which I find much more complex and unpredic
table than the other two groups. You can really dig watching them because they really seem to en
joy themselves and enjoy pleasing the audijitnae. I got a very warm feeling aging them perform. 

The brass section doubles on percussionnnstruments and Genya plays the harmonica and various 
percussion instruments with the group. 

Aram Schefrin and Michael Zager are solely responsible for all the songs with the exception of 
Stay With Me. (Tightrope Pulse and Come Live With Me, Genya has to her credit in part.) Outstand
ing in the brass section is Dave Liebman (who studied under Charles Lloyd)„ He plays soprano, 
tenor, and baritone sax and flute. Steve Satten trumpet player, Mexican jumping bean, sex symbol 
and also referred to affectionately as The Pusher plays some nice licks on the horn between bounc
ing up and down. 

Back to the show. The second song in their set was Stay With Me. I really find it very diffi
cult to express this performance in words; I know that the song means a lot to Genya especially 

after the rap we had about it. Later for that. The song is a very moving ballad. Genya does it 
beautifully, no phoney-over-dramatizations, just pure emotional expression. Just beautiful. 

I believe the next song was Tightrope which was good, as usual. At this point the audience 
began to get more involved. Yeah. 

Welcome additions to the group are a new brummer and bass player. Even though they're new, the 
band seems tighter than ever. I was especially impressed by the bass player's work. 

Pulse had everyone moving along with the song. "All you need is a little bit of rhythm—dig it 
--I say it's got to feel real." It does, it does! Eye of the Needle is my all-time favorite. 
Genya described the song later as a "motor." It's got a very driving sound and a major theme that 
you can't help humming. This is a song where the band really lets go. Some very interesting con
trapuntal variations are going on here. This song finished up their set. Standing ovation, etc., 
0 t'C O 

Since I never expected to see a concert, let alone do an interview, I was basically unprepared. 
Following in true SCRAP tradition (do we have a tradition?) and a chronic case of what the fuck, 
1 proceeded to the dressing room. I knew something about the group and I wanted very much to stay 
away from those hacked out questions. What Joann and I both wanted to do was to get to know Genya 
Ravan, the person. I feel that we did this as much as you could get to know someone in an hour 
or so. Genya Ravan, whose real name is Goldie Heinowitz, was born in Poland with the name of Gen
ya which was Amerikanized to Goldie. So much for Amerikanization. 

We were a bit nervous at first but she was so down-to-earth that she put us at ease quickly. 
As I said before, I wasn't prepared for this so my notes are down on scrap paper not to be confuse 
with SCRAP Paper. 

GENYA; I have a question for you to ask me. 
DEBBI; Ok, what is it? 
G; Ask me if I'm gay. 
D; Ok, are you gay? ^ 

(...idiocy continued on page-^S ) 
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THE AMERIKANIZATION 
(continued from page 5>) 

SCRAP: Criticism, by Debbi Kotler 
(continued from page 3) 

ger and frustration towards those who will not see 
these injustices. 

SCRAP has been accused many times of not being 
serious enough in their approach. Many times I have 
leveled that criticism on them myself. One of our 
most serious problems is a lack of continuity. Our 
struggles have been basically in response to a given 
issue that happens to come up rather than an ongoing 
program dealing with any one of the issues that we've 
fought over. 

I'm definitely not in favor of the general Yippie 

contrary to original plans did Pulse again 
and even better.' "They were just that 
kind of audience," Genya said. Contrary 
to a certain columnist in Crawdaddy, Genya 
does shake her ass. In a "brief reply" 
to this columnist,'Genya stated, "regard
ing' shaking my ass, I don't sing from that 
end." She sure doesn't. 

It"was a fantastic gig to say the 
least. Very, very exciting performance. 
We hated to leave. I asked Genya if there 
was anything we rapped about that she did
n't want printed because she was so nice 
to use that I didn't want to mess her up 
in any way. She said everything was fine 
so here we are. 

Now we're on Bleeker St. again, cold, 
damp, dark, dirty, no ticket on my car, far 
out, Jersey Turnpike and home. Zzzzzz. 

SCRAP: Criticism, by Dennis Kitsz 
(continued from page 3) 

Each act must be carefully considered be
fore being done, with both political and 
human consequences taken onto our con
sciences. The act of freeing oneself and 
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approach that has been prevalent, although I agree 
if does have its place for some occasions. 

Last but not least I can't forget to mention 

another from oppression is an act of sacri
ficial love—not a game, not for kicks, 

good old Amerikkkan male chauvinism, not to mention 
universal elitism. In a radical organization one 
would not expect to find much male chauvinism but this 
is not the case in SCRAP or any other political group. 

This is something women must struggle against with 
the men in our particular group. Sexism has been so 
institutionalized that it becomes very difficult to 
combat, but like racism, it is most important and hard
est to deal with on a one to one level. 

Elitism seems to be a universal in any group activ
ity and right here in good old SCRAP we have a nice case 
of it too (just to prove that we're not abnormal). 
Some of us had felt that for a time we were being led 
around. Most of this has been dealt with through one 

not because "social consciousness" is in, 
It is a fight for our very lives, on the 
small scale of Trenton State, and in the 
struggle for the Third World. 

to one confrontation. We've come a 
long way since last November but 
we've got tp go much further. 
We can only do this if we 
keep together both person
ally and as a group, 
living what we believe 
and espouse, 

L // 
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